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Abstract

Designing Real-time Eye Care Platform
That You Can Recognize and Customize through a
Physical Avatar in a PC Environment

Humankind has gained a lot of convenience with the development of digital devices
such as computers, smartphones, tablet PCs, and so on. At the same time, people have suffered
various related diseases. Health problems resulting from a digital device to use are referred to as
visual display terminal (VDT) syndrome. The typical three major eye diseases in VDT
syndrome are xerophthalmia, disorder of refraction, and accommodation and disciform macular
degeneration. In addition, the proportion of the younger generation suffering from senile eye
diseases that occur in the 60s has increased. Although IoT health care services have already
been started , no specific service for eye health care exists.

In this paper, we presented an eye health care platform for long-time PC users aged in
their 20s–30s. Through observation and interruption interviews, expert interviews, and literature
research, we derive insights and finally integrate services of the following three configurations:
sensor devices, a physical avatar, and a PC application. The system notifies the user of eye
fatigue in real time, and indicates the appropriate PC usage, and provides an eye movements
game. We then implement a prototype and test the precision of the sensor device.

The present study is meaningful in that we made a new method to easily and conveniently
measure the user’s eye fatigue of and a five-stage indicator of eye fatigue. In the accuracy test,
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the sensor device demonstrated 84.5% accuracy, and it is planned to verify the use of the
integrated system with a physical avatar.

In addition, we research about motion interaction of the physical avatar and the user’s
experience and interruption. We devised a new motion interaction system through the HCI,
guided by participant feedback. We discovered three common points in the motion design
session. Accordingly, we get the objective numerical value of the user experience through these
three points (hedonic, pragmatic, and goodness) and interruption.

Finally, in this paper, the sensor device can be determined by dividing eye fatigue into
five stages, and physical avatars can provide visual, physical feedback. In addition, the PC
application offers an eye movement game composed of a two-way dialogue and a guide for
appropriate PC usage. We also studied how the user perceives the new motion interaction design
of physical avatars.

In this paper, we investigate a new method capable of informing the user of his or her eye
fatigue in real time to be able to prevent eye disease caused by long-time PC use through
making a prototype and evaluating it. In particular, we study the use of a physical avatar and the
user’s communication. That is, it is significant that we show the new motion interaction of
physical avatars and verify the experience scale and interruption. We demonstrate the clear
potential of the proposed integrated eye health care platform.

Keywords : Eye fatigue awareness system, IoT health care service, ambient feedback,
game-like designed application, healthcare multi-platform
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I. Introduction

Humanity has gained a lot of convenience with the development of digital devices such as
the computer, smartphone, tablet PC, and so on. At the same time, people have suffered various
related diseases. Health problems resulting from a digital device to use are referred to as visual
display terminal (VDT) syndrome. It occurs throughout the whole body; examples include
carpal tunnel syndrome, forward head posture, and so on. In particular, the eye is the most
heavily affected directly from the terminal.
Typical three major eye diseases in VDT syndrome are xerophthalmia, disorder of
refraction, and accommodation and disciform macular degeneration. Dry eye is the most
common disease of VDT syndrome. The number of dry eye patients more than doubled, from
970,000 to 2,140,000, over the past 10 years. Especially, patients aged in their 10s–40s patients
that use a lot of digital devices increased. When people use a digital devices, they open their
eyes wide; this increases the amount of evaporation from the eye surface and decreases the
blinking rate. Consequently, the eye becomes dry easily. According to research, the number of
blinks per minutes decreases to 20 when relaxing, 10 when reading, and 8 when using a digital
device. Accordingly, the time of normal tear film maintenance decreased from 11.5 seconds
during relaxation to 6.1 seconds when using digital device. Once dry eye worsens, people suffer
foreign body sensation in the eyes, secretion of mucous substances, itch, and glare. If left
untreated, it can also cause impaired vision, because it will increase risk of inflammation and of
infection.
Many people have experience of vision suddenly going out of focus when looking away
from a digital device after extended use. This is called disorder of refraction and
accommodation. In severe cases, headache and pain around the eyes and even nausea appear. If
we try to maintain prolonged focus on one place in the field of view, eye muscles maintain
tension. This increases the time it takes to adjust the focal point. After using digital equipment
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for 90 minutes, it was found that it takes about 30 minutes to recover the accommodative time
to normal levels. Macular degeneration and damage to the retina are also side effects associated
with the use of excessive digital equipment caused by blue light. Blue light is a kind of visible
light with a short wavelength common in digital equipment. The shorter the wavelength, the
higher the energy level of the light, and the greater the potential for damage to the eye.
In eyes that have been exposed to blue light for a long time, the retina is damaged and macular
degeneration is likely, which is deformation of the macular portion of the retina, in which the
visual cells are concentrated. Macular degeneration mainly occurs in the elderly. It may reduce
the vision and induce Metamorphopsia. In severe cases, this can lead to loss of sight.
Given the increased incidences of the above with increasing use of digital devices, in this
paper, we present an eye-health care system for long time PC users using various user research
methods. In addition, we study in depth actuated motion interactions for ambient physical avatar
notifications. We thereby determine how people perceive motion interactions and preference of
each motion.
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II. Background

Modern people spend significant time using digital devices that worsen eye health, such
as smart phones and computers. As a result, the domestic rate of xerophthalmia has increased
75%, and the percentage of presbyopia among those in their late 30s will increase by 3 percent
to 7 percent over the next five years. People using a lot of electronic equipment has
continuously increased the incidence of eye diseases (“Dry eye”, n.d. C-Near Global Head R&D
Center, 2011)
Office workers in particular, as substantial PC users, have experienced serious eye
fatigue. According to expert interviews, it is appropriate to have a break every 50 minutes when
operating a computer 5 hours or more a day. In addition, 30% of those who use computers have
experienced xerophthalmia. A survey of 869 company employees showed that 47.6% of office
workers use a PC more than 8 hours per day, and 36.9% less than 6–8 hours. Average time of
using the computer without rest are as follows: less than 2–3 hours ( 33.8% ), less than 1–2
hours ( 27.6 percent), 4 hours or more ( 20.1% ) , less than 3–4 hours ( 13.5% ), and less than 1
hour ( 5.0% ). In addition, 58.3% reported not taking regular break times. These results show
that the modern life patterns involving prolonged PC use expose people to eye health
deterioration risk. (“Study of harmful factors of management…”, n.d.)
However, 63% reported no eye health management efforts (71 % of men, 58% of
women). As reasons for this negligence, respondents answered "method not known" (67%) “no
need felt” ( 20%), “no time” (8%), and “prohibitive cost” (2%). In other words, although most
users are at risk of many eye health deterioration issues accompanied by xerophthalmia, they
may struggle to accurately recognize their own eye fatigue, and that they do not know how to
manage their eye health has further fueled the health deterioration of the eye. (Ko,S.I et al.,
2016)
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III. Phase 1: Introducing a Real time Eye Care Platform

1. Overview
We would like to propose an eye health care system for people who use PCs for extended
periods. As illness related to the eye is not easily recognized until serious, it is easy to neglect its
management. However, regular eye care is essential to prevent xerophthalmia and myopia.
When people have to focus on digital devices, particularly close range, it reduces the blink rate
of the eye. This is the most significant factor that harms eye health. The proposed system
addresses this issue.
It is composed of a sensor device, physical avatar, and PC application. The sensor device
tracks the status of the user's eyes in real time and records the data. Furthermore, a physical
avatar of an eye is provided via a smart phone app that serves as an indicator of the user’s eye
fatigue. The user’s eye fatigue is determined from variables such as battery shortage, which can
be recognized quickly and easily. At the same time, we made a PC application to propose how
to use appropriate PC and eye health management methods. We designed this to be compatible
with the PC environment as a personal place, at the same time focusing on the object of health
care.
This project is titled “Protect Your Eyes” (PYE), the component parts of which are
described below.
First, the sensor device measures the number of times the user blinks in real time, the
distance between the user's eyes and PC, and indoor illumination. The measured data sent to a
physical avatar and PC app via Bluetooth.
Secondly, physical avatar using the LED lights shows eye fatigue in five levels. In
addition, the user can be notified as to the appropriate distance from the monitor and
recommended rest times using motion interaction (upper and lower, right and left movement).
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Thirdly, the PC application is composed of a real-time widget and an eye movement
game. The widget inform the eye fatigue in real-time and provides recommended PC use time in
accordance with the eye fatigue. In also minimizes eye fatigue through automatic brightness and
color temperature adjustment. The eye movement game is a bidirectional interaction method
using a sensor device. We made a game inducing flicker and movement of sight to encourage
continual eye care.

Figure 1. The overall concept of the project

2. Related work
There are many services for eye health care. The wearable eye protection device from
“ibcare” massages around the eye and has the ability to give a psychological sense of security
through the LED and the sounds of nature. In addition, "Eye-catcher" is equipped with a camera
to measure the eye fatigue of the user's eyes and represent eye fatigue through a display.
Existing products related to eye health tend to be cumbersome. Therefore, Eye-catcher is
designed to be small and portable. (Min ji Kim et al., 2014)
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However, these wearable devices to manage the eyes are inconvenient. They are not
suitable for PC environments used for prolonged periods. In addition, these services provide
symptom relief, such as temporary massage after eyes were tired and elimination of tension,
rather than preventative measures.
“F.lux” software reduces the blue light according to length of time using the PC and
adjusts the appropriate color and temperature for user’s eyes from the screen. However, it is
limited in that there is no way to verify the effect after use and the function only reduces the
blue light. ( “f.lux software to make your life better”, n.d.)
Many services related to eye movements also exist in the application market. A typical
application called “Eye Care Plus” offers eye exercise games using perspective, contrast, and
glance to solve the eye fatigue, which enhanced the user’s participation. In addition, it
introduces the eye massage method. However, eye movement using the flash game is tailored to
focus on the quickness of the hand rather than the eye, and by reducing blink frequency it is
possible to increase eye fatigue. (“Eye examination, Test & Training”, n.d)
Previous studies have focused on after-service to propose a health management method of
the eye after the eye becomes tired. In addition, software that can be used while using a PC has
been limited in terms of number of features. In conclusion, there is no comprehensive eye care
service for long-time PC users. In this study, I would like to propose an integrated solution for
long-time PC users that builds on exiting research. On the other hand, real-time eye fatigue
sensing and feedback methods were implemented directly by research on how to stimulate and
evoked interest in eye health care.

Figure 2. Related service of eye health care
(A) Hammacher (B) ibcare (C) eye care plus (D)GlassesOff (E) F.lux
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3. User Research
3-1. Observation
In order to figure out the user s’ PC usage and indoor environment, 16 participants were
observed using a video protocol. Participants were company employees (8), college students (4),
and graduate students (4) that used for a long time PC users aged 20–30. We compared the
video with the appropriate PC environment and usage through literature. First, the results of the
literature survey as to correct PC use are as follows. Appropriate distance from screen is 60 cm,
30 minutes of break should be had for 2 hours of use, proper brightness 500 lux, and color
temperature 40-60 lumens is suitable for use in a PC (6500k– 3400k).
Participants received instructions to work at a PC connected to a notebook camera and
another camera on the right side of the user. The video cameras were observed user for about 3
hours. The notebook camera recorded the state of the user’s eyes and the other camera showed
the user’s behavior. Participants received $10.

Figure 3. Examples of video protocol observation
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Figure 4. Pictures of PC environment (Interruption Interview)

3-2. Interruption Interview
Interruption interview is a method of extracting required data from an interview without
prior notice. (Tan, A. L., Yu, S., & Soh, B. K. n.d.) We asked the average PC usage time per day,
average rest time, maximum time concentrating on a PC without rest, applications that are
primarily used, rest time activities, frequency of smartphone use in business time, and so on. We
also asked if they use health-related applications and method of managing the eyes that might be
overlooked in the video data. In addition, a method of adjusting the brightness of the screen,
such as how to adjust the size of the text of the document, for special circumstances, was
presented to participants. The 20 participants were aged 20–30 and were company employees;
interviews took 5–10 minutes.

4. Analysis
Contents of interview and observation were classified according to the Action,
Environment, Interaction, Object, User (AEIOU) framework. (AEIOU framework). (Vijay
kumar, 2013) Having already determined “user” and “interaction” parameters, we analyse
action, environment, and object below.
Action: Participants used PCs on average 6–10 hours per day, and maximum time using
PC without rest was 2–3 hours. Break times had a wide range, from 15 minutes to 1hour. Most
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participants adjusted passively by using keyboard shortcuts. Some people use the automatic
mode for configuration of the PC monitor or never adjust the monitor. –For eye care,
participants reported staring far away, using artificial tears, and closing eyes to relax when they
feel tired. People use an application related to the overall health of the body, such as walking,
sleeping, and exercise. No participant used as dedicated eye health application. As a result, we
found that people find it difficult to keep appropriate PC usage time and do not know how to
correct PC environment settings. Moreover, they does not recognize the state of their own eyes
and did not know even know management methods appropriate to eye conditions.
Environments and Object: Objects included devices such as smartphone, mouse,
keyboard, tablet, and chargers as well as office supplies, such as a calendars, Post-it notes, and
cups. At first, we considered the smart phone as a feedback system. We observed the position of
the smart phone in PC environments. Most people place smartphone on the right side, close to
the body, set to vibration or silent mode to improve concentration on their work. Thus, we
decided to create a device that uses the smartphone only for eye fatigue notification and that can
induce the sight shifting from the monitor. The most frequently used PC program is the Internet,
and word operation programs, and SNS messengers. Especially when using the Internet,
switching frequently of the screen occurrence was found to increase feelings of fatigue.
Therefore, we found that another setting function is necessary to reduce eye fatigue when using
the Internet.

5. Findings
In this paper, we derive the following three facts related to health management of the
user’s PC usage mode and eyes using observations and interruption interviews.

1. Users do not accurately recognize their current eye fatigue.
2. People do not know how to use a PC appropriately to eye condition.
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3. People do not know the proper way to heal eye fatigue in a short time.

In order to solve the issues raised here, we connect the following three user needs.
According to this, we derived the function of the system through an ideation process, relating to
the three facts listed above, respectively.

1. Real time eye fatigue sensing and feedback
2. PC usage guideline according to eye fatigue
3. Eye exercise game using two-way interactions.

6. System Description
The PYE system is composed of sensor device to measure eye blink and indoor
environment, a physical avatar for notification, and a PC application that recommends eye
health management strategies. To suit the company's business environment, we made the
interface and system intuitive to use quickly and efficiently. Using the service involves three
steps. First, the eye fatigue notification. Second, proposed use of the PC in accordance with the
eye fatigue level. Third, the provision of training in eye health care.

Figure 5. Sytem Description. (A)Sensor device (B) Physical
Avatar (C) PC application
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Findings
•
•
•
•

Action

•
•

•

Environments
and Object

•
•

PC average time: 6~10 hours in a day
maximum time to be used PC without rest: 2~3 hours/a day
Breaking time has a wide range from 1hours to 15 minutes.
PC Setting: using keyboard shortcuts, use the automatic mode for
configuration of the PC monitor, never use.
Eye care method: far away staring, using artificial tears, close eyes
to relax when they feel tired
Health care related APP: overall health of body such as walking,
sleeping and exercise. There was no participant to separate use
application related to eye health.

PC around objects- smart phone , mouse , keyboard , tablet , as the
charger , device and related products and there were office supplies,
such as a calendar, Post-it , cup.
Smartphone Position: on the right side close to the body, it had
been set to vibration and silent mode
PC program: Internet, word operation, SNS messenger

Table 1. Summary of Action, Environment, Objects

6-1. Eye fatigue notification
Via a sensor device mounted on a monitor, the eye fatigue of the user's eyes is measured.
After the first calibration, the system then updates the eye condition iteratively.

Figure 6.Calibration images of PC application (prototype)
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6-1-1. Eye fatigue: five stages
We selected objective indicators and subjective indicators that can measure eye fatigue
through our literature review. We found research papers on objective measure of eye fatigue
when using PC. We use the maximum time which of eye focus and blink rate using the camera
sensor. (Jun-sung Kim., 2007) After a calibration procedure, the blink rate per minute in real
time is used to determine the user’s eye fatigue level.
As shown in Figure 7, eye fatigue is divided into five stages. In the case of maximum
amount of time that the eyes can be put up and not a flashing was defined as follows: very bad
state, less than 16 seconds; Poor, from 16 to 23 seconds; Usual, from 23 seconds to 32 seconds;
Good, from 32 seconds to 40; and Best, more than 40 seconds. For number of times flashing per
minute, less than 5 was worst,, more than 5 but less than 8 poor, from 8 to 13 usual, from 13 to
15 good,, 15 times or more as best. Each number is defined based on the research papers
(Young-woo Seo, et al & Jong-suk Song, 2010) We verify the figures while observing the user's
eyes during the accuracy experiment of the sensor device.
In order to reduce the actual user eye fatigue error range in which the eye fatigue of the
user is measured by objective indicators, we added a questionnaire on subjective indicators
based on the thesis at the stage of calibration (Ames SL et al., 2005)

None
0

Mild
1

2

Moderate

Severe

3

5

4

6

Tired eyes
Sore/aching eyes
Irritated eyes
Watery eyes
Dry eyes
Eyestrain
Hot/burning eyes
Blurred vision
Difficulty focusing
Vision discomfort

Table 2. Questionnaire for evaluating ocular fatigue (Ames at al, 2005)
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Figure7. Eye fatigue 5 stages

6-1-2. Eye fatigue measurement
User eye fatigue will be detected by a sensor device attached to the monitor. The sensor
device has been built as a distance sensor that can detect the distance between eyes and the
monitor and a camera sensor that can measure the flickering of the user’s eyes. After a
calibration procedure for determining the maximum time without flashing following the first
look at the PC, analyzing the blink rate per minute in real time to determine the eye fatigue of
the user's eyes.
Based on the value obtained using the above objective indicators and subjective
indicators, the user eye fatigue is expressed by five single LED lights from the physical avatar.
It shows the best state with a blue light the worst state with a red light. Poor state and good state
are pink and sky-blue, respectively. The normal state represented by a white light reduces the
range determination error among users. Moreover, we also designed a 5-color widget that is
always separate from the PC application to convey information about the eye fatigue for the
user.
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Users can track eye fatigue daily, weekly, and monthly via the History display in the PC
application. In the History screen, the user can check a variety of information about the features
provided by the application. These include average distance between the user and monitor
during 1 week, as well as information about eye fatigue, eye movement game score, and so on.

Figure8. Widget design and History report in PC application

6-2. Suggestions on how to use the PC in accordance with eye fatigue
Appropriate PC usage method based on literature is as follow. It is necessary to
maintain a distance from the monitor of 60 cm. Indoor lighting that does not look at reducing
the size of images and text on the screen has suitable brightness, and 6500K for color
temperature of about 40–60 Lumens when the screen is 500lux is optimal. In addition, it is
important to optimize the brightness and color temperature when the indoor environmental
changes. (Fakhar Zaman, 2013)
The system proposes the proper time for PC use and rest times depending on the stage of
the eye fatigue in the widget at the time of execution of the PC application. When it comes to
the break time, the physical avatar informs the user by vibration of the left and right and there is
a pop up notification on the screen of the PC.
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Moreover, when a user approaches less than 60 cm distance from the screen for 10
minutes of more, a pop up notification and physical avatar motion interaction alert the user. This
is for the user to prevent risk of operational disturbances due to frequent notifications. These
two notifications should be easily recognized by the user when they focus on their work.

Figure9. Physical Avatar Motion interaction, Breaking Time(Left), Distance(Right)

In addition, we found that most of the users often use the Internet. We make a function
of automatically optimised layout of text and images according to distance between monitor and
user. When the user approaches the monitor text and images becomes smaller and go near it to
be larger. It is the functions for user can be viewed comfortable screen. Also, we provided the
colour temperature mode in order to solve the eye fatigue problems when using the internet
frequently display switch. Colure temperature mode has three: reluctance mode, dark mode,
reversal mode.

Figure10. Colour temperature and layout optimisation of Internet explore
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6-3. How to keep eyes healthy
It is already widely known that eye movements, blinking, and brightness adjustments
can reduce eye fatigue. (JKSSPE, 2012) It is important to find ways to induce these in users
without disrupting workflow. We combine the gamification and two-way dialogue of sensor
device to induce sustained usability and evoke motivation. For example, the user blinks to
match a tempo or watch the shining hidden character here and there to gain points in the game.
Inducing these blinks and eye movements reduces the eye fatigue in a short time. Finally, user
interest is held through cute characters and musical elements.

Figure11. Eye movements Game of PC application

7. Prototype
7-1. Hardware prototyping
The sensor device and physical avatar were placed in a plastic case after we were
prepared 3D modeling through Rhino. The sensor device includes a camera and illumination
sensor and distance sensors. We gave a uniform shape to the sensor device and the physical
avatar (i.e., both curved to resemble an eye. It was also designed to adhere well to the top of the
PC. The camera measures the movement of the user’s eye by the sensor device; the illuminance
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sensor measures the surrounding environment. Blink data is sent to the physical avatar via
Bluetooth, and illumination sensor data is linked to the PC application. The physical avatar was
made using the pixy motor and LED lights. The physical avatar, using the USB port, is
connected to a PC using a battery.

Figure12. Prototype Design

7-2. Software prototyping
Sensor devices and the physical avatar were made with mini aduino via Bluetooth. In the
case of the PC application, it was coded using the C# language. The physical avatars were
coded to convey five stages of eye fatigue through the objective indicators and subjective
indicators described above. The physical avatar repeats vibration up and down using the
distance sensor if the distance between user and PC is under the 60 cm. Moreover when the
usage time of the PC has passed 2 hours and 30 minutes, the physical avatar inform the rest time
through right–left vibration. In addition, color temperature mode in the Internet environment
and the automatic layout conversion function in accordance with the distance were coded using
HTML.
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8. Evaluation
Through the prototype, we conducted an accuracy verification experiment of the sensor
device. We observed six participants for 2 hours while using of PC through video. The sensor
device measures the movement of the user's eyes. In conclusion, our sensor device accuracy was
demonstrated an average 84.5% using the accuracy formula. There are some errors that mean
blink rate cannot be measured, such as too close a distance between the user’s eyes and the
camera, or moving only one eye. In addition, the sensor device counts the blink rate when the
user brings his or her hands to the face and looks at the bottom sight, smiling.

Figure13. Accuracy Formula

Figure14. Examples of Accuracy Test

accuracy

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

mean

91.8%

89.3%

78.2%

93.6%

76.3%

77.8%

84.5%

Table3. Participants data of sensor accuracy test
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9. Discussion
We implement a preventative platform rather than treatment or already damaged eyes.
This service seems to be a positive impact on the eye health management for long-time PC
users. In addition, it is significant that we proposed a simple method for measuring eye fatigue.
The most important value we provide to the user is that it is not for therapeutic purposes, but for
prevention using a simple measurement method that can inform the user’s as to eye fatigue in a
short time. Furthermore, via a color change of LED lights, the physical avatar is able to convey
information about eye fatigue without disturbed by the user’s work, and user can obtain proper
PC usage time and rest time guidelines depending on their eye fatigue intuitively or
unconsciously. In addition, the user can be engaged in continuous eye health care and interest
through the eye movement of a game that is performed via a two-way dialogue. Nevertheless,
we feel that there is a need for research related to the notification of the physical avatar and
interruption. This is addressed in the phase 2 study.
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III. Phase 2: A Study of Actuated Motion Interactions for
Ambient Physical Avatar Notifications

1. Introduction
According to the future of the IoT market around the world, as reported by Gatner, a
technology market research company, healthcare has been picked as one the most profitable
areas in the manufacturing industry. By the year 2020, healthcare will be expected to be applied
on up to 260 mechanical products, adding 2.85 trillion dollars of value to the industry.
Additionally, according to the IDC, the market size of healthcare will increase to 1.24 trillion
dollars in 2018 from .82 trillion in 2014, showing 10.2% annual growth rate. (Meet the IoT and
health care, n.d.) This is because the interest of the people these days is focused on the quality
of life and health as well as the medical and health care services. Especially, the rapidly aging
population and growth and assets of this group has made the IoT technologies more likely to be
developed among the topic of health.
We can categorize IoT healthcare into three areas: the medical service sector, such as a
remote patient monitoring systems; the medical industry sector, such as checking work
efficiency of the medical institution; and the personal consumer sector, which is involved in
creating newer converged service by developing existing products in a smarter way. (“Outlook
and development trends of smart ..”, n.d.)
Healthcare interventions have been proposed through smart and new sensors, devices, and
physical avatars. For instance, there have been studies developing solutions for back problems
by using a physical avatar that resembles users’ back posture through a wearable sensors and
notifying users in a more sophisticated way (Hong, J. K., 2015, MOK, 2015) or by using digital
avatar to not only notify users but also enhance their motivation to maintain good posture with a
game-like-designed system, as shown in Figure 15. (Khurana, R., 2014) These techniques
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demonstrated increased health care motivation, engagement, treatment adherence rates, and cost
efficiency. (Min, D. A., 2015)
Nevertheless, because the IoT healthcare field is still in its early stage, only research
about sensor or communication technologies are well developed, while research about the avatar
or component that transfers feedback to the user have received little attention. Moreover, there
are very few studies about which motion of a physical avatar would be more effective with
specific measures. Therefore, in this paper, we implemented positive verification on the motion
feedback of a proposed physical avatar. We designed an IoT platform for eye health and realized
a prototype version of a physical avatar that can be programmed with various motion
interactions to see how users react to different motions. The experiment in this paper can be
roughly divided into the design stage and user testing stage. In the design process, we observed
how users think of the motion of physical avatar (i.e., whether it gives positive or negative
feelings). Then in the user testing process we used five sets of motions, which we created in the
previous process, to test users and analyze the result with specific measurements, such as flow,
preference, hedonic, and pragmatic.

2. Related work
2-1. Avatar feedback
As we mentioned previously, the IoT healthcare market is in an early stage, so there
has been little work in academia or industry regarding physical avatars. Because a usual IoT
system needs extra sensor devices, it might seem reasonable to use the user’s smartphone for
feedback, rather than using an additional physical device, to attract more users to the system.
Hence, studies using digital avatars as feedback tools such as game-like designed motivation
booster, data infographic visualization, and so on, have been numerous. However, since the
smartphone has too many functions already and many new-generation devices like wearable
device are coming out to replace the smartphone, we thought now is the appropriate time to
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reconsider the value of the physical avatar.
Digital avatars and physical avatars each have their own advantages and disadvantages.
According to one study, a physical avatar is a relatively fast response drawer, which induces
feedback delay, relatively high posture awareness, and has easiness to control the intensity of
the feedback to cover task flow issues while maintaining its advantages. However, a physical
avatar also has weakness of mobility, and can possibly disrupt the main task flow. On the other
hand, a digital avatar is good for selective feedback that the user can choose to receive, being
checked anytime, anywhere, and making it easy to visualize the cumulative data by using a
point system. Moreover, a digital avatar has the advantage of motivating the user with a gamelike designed story mode. However, a digital avatar cannot be given to users without the
conative behavior of the user himself and has relatively low posture awareness. In conclusion, a
physical avatar is good for intuitive feedback with fast response, and a digital avatar is good for
sustaining and motivating user’s action through game-like designing.
Hong et al. designed an actual physical avatar to solve back problems by matching the
physical avatar’s shape and motion to actual posture of the user so that if the user bends his or
her back, the avatar mimics the posture by bending its shape and changing its color. They
designed the physical avatar in the shape of a plant so that it can be placed on the desk, which
allows the avatar to give immediate feedback to users. Similarly, in a project named “Neck,”
they used the physical avatar that is the shape of a turtle so that the avatar could show how
much the user bent their neck intuitively. These two previous projects included not only a
physical avatar but also an application that is designed to motivate users with various game
components. More specifically, the plant-shaped physical avatar had the application of digital
avatar that looks the same as a physical avatar so that the user can nurture and raise them
through a smartphone, and the turtle-shaped physical avatar could be fabricated with sea-related
accessories to sustain the user’s good behavior. (Hong, J. K., 2015, MOK, 2015)
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Figure15. Related work of health care avatar
(A) NeckGraffe (B) Pretty Pelvis (C) beuPo (D) MOK

2-2. Study design
We implemented research about the next two topics to draw out a new motion interaction
guide for a physical avatar. The first topic was about how we are going to extract and design
new motion interaction; the second was about how we are going to evaluate the interaction.
Harrison studied communication between the user and point lights, which are used in
various kinds of digital device. (Harrison, C., 2012) In the first stage, Harrison checked what
kind of meanings lights can transfer through a research survey, then recruited design panels who
completed specific design classes as participants for selecting 20 kinds of new light designs. In
the final process, they thought of the meaning for each design step by step. We adopted this
process and slightly modified it to our purpose. We gathered participants who were at least on
semi-professional level in the HCI/UX field. This panel of designers participated through
ideation to consideration stage. We specially developed a novel design program software for
rapid making of motion interaction designs to apply to the avatar prototype and see how it
looks.
Pederen transformed flexible factors of handheld device such as amplitude, area,
curvature, and so on into various feedback measurements to observe the reaction and cognitive
feeling of the user. (Pedersen, E. W., 2014) We citied these measurement of interaction and
added an extra measurement that measures interruption to user’s flow, which fits the nature of
the physical avatar. And hedonic and pragmatic quality using an eight-item abridged version of
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the AttrakDiff2 questionnaire (Hassenzahl, M., 2004), Goodness was measured as a seven-point
semantic differential interaction from bad to good. (Gomes, A., 2013)

3. Overview of Study
Based on the review of related work, in this paper, we are trying to suggest a method
of designing motion interaction of a physical avatar using surveys to draw novel motions of
positive, neutral, and negative motion feedback and by implementing an empirical study that
evaluates user opinions about the extracted motions. By letting participating designers create
seven motion feedbacks with our novel software tool, which each feedback meeting the states of
eyes implying “very bad”, “bad”, “normal”, “good”, “very good”, “get rest”, and “too close”.
We then selected five sets of motion feedback interactions at the end. Subsequently, we showed
those newly made motion interactions to users directly and implemented a survey to check
measurements, including hedonic, pragmatic, goodness, and interruption.

4. Design Session - Making New Motion Notification of Avatar

4-1. Participants
We solicited help from a panel of 12 designers, recruited graduated students with HCI
majors (6); and under graduated students from Samsung Design membership UX part took a
course over than 1 years (6); The experiment took about 90 minutes and each participant
received $10.

4-2. Software for new motion interaction design
We implemented a study with the physical prototype (Figure12) that is consisted of Pixy
motor and LED from the earlier research. The earlier prototype was developed with a Pixy
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motor platform with plastic casing, and coded with Arduino, C, and C++. Software and
hardware were connected through I2C Communication. The prototype for the design session in
this study consisted of the same Pixy motor and special plaster case. We assumed that the LED
light is the default option for each motion. In particular, we developed new motion software
(Figure16) in C# language, which allowed designers to create relative exact motions as they
wished (Platform: Window Application, Communication with “ControlPixy” through Serial). As
shown in Figure 16, designers could draw any motion they want to create on the drawing pad in
the application and check how it works through the physical avatar right away, then modify if/as
needed. They can also control the speed of the motion (faster or slower); otherwise, the speed
was set to that same speed as their drawing speed on the drawing pad. Gradual speed change
was also supported in the application.

Figure16. Software tool for new motion interaction tool

4-3. Procedure
The experiment is divided into two sessions: personal designing and consolidation
session. After brief instructions of the purpose and intro about the experiment, the tool guide
was related to participants. After that, for 40 minutes, designers designed new motion
interaction feedback with the software tool and graph paper. Then, they were told to select two
sets of ideas they wanted to suggest. They also recorded videos explaining the reason of their
suggestion. Finally, 168 units of new motion came out through 12 designers. In the final session,
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every participant gathered and analyzed their works through affinity progress, interaction
grouping, and method analysis to determine final five sets of motion designs.

Figure17. Procedure of Design Session

Table 4. Procedure of design session, White cell(individual) - Grey Cell(All)

4-4. Result
By analyzing new motion interactions through an affinity diagram, we identified three
common concepts those designers refer to. The first is intuitive expression. Designers directly
drew a circle to express correct and positive meaning and X as incorrect and negative meaning.
They also designed the physical avatar to nod up and down or side-to-side to indicate right or
wrong based on common sense. The second concept is personification of the physical avatar.
Designers personified the physical avatar to the user as a kind of character that leads the user to
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better engagement. Though not in a direct way, the physical avatar could give feedback in a way
such as verbal notices like “look at me”, “keep up your head like me”, “shake head like me”,
and so on. Last concept is using intensity level of same interaction. For example, the worse
behavior the user exhibits, the stronger the feedback the user gets. In this case, designers did not
design extra feedback for appropriate behavior. These three concepts were all among the last
five sets chosen by the present researchers and designers.

5. Empirical Study - How to Perceive New Motion Notification
5-1. Participants
34 participants volunteered for this study (18 females, 16 males). The participants were
between the ages of 24 and 32 (mean 29 years). All participants were long time PC users that
they use PC more than 8 hours per 1 day. They received $1 for 2 hours of participation.

5-2. Procedure
We put the finally selected motion interaction into the prototype. We let participants focus
on the PC for two hours, during which we made the physical avatar which is place on right side
of monitor to give the seven motion interactions (five states of Eye Fatigue Mode, Eye Relaxing
Time Inform, and Eye Close Warning) we designed earlier. After showing one set, we
implemented a survey to collect measurements such as Hedonic (e.g., tacky, stylish), Pragmatic
(e.g., unpredictable, predictable), Goodness, and Interruption using a seven-point Likert-type
scale. Then participants explained about their scores for each measure to the operator. Because
LED was deleted from the prototype, the operator informed the participant as to which states
they were in.
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Figure18. New motion interaction design through design session
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5-3. Result
We analyzed and made a chart from the result of each measures, divided into three
concepts which we found in Part 1. (figure19)

Consequently, participants tend to prefer

intuitive motion interaction since intuitive motion interaction was easy to read the exact
meaning, most expectable, and accurate feedback. Participants said they felt novelty and interest
about the personification concept but also felt very interrupted during their main task. On the
other hand, participants answered that the concept of using different intensity level had
ambiguous meaning and as their intensity level gets stronger the interruption also get stronger.

Figure19. Rating of Experience and Interruption by 3 design concept category

To be more specific, in case of alarming states of eye fatigue (Figure 20), participants
mostly preferred type 1, in which the avatar nods its head up and down to indicate the state of
the user is good or nods head side to side to indicate the state of the user is bad. In fact, type 3,
which was categorized as personification concept, showed the highest score in hedonic and
pragmatic measures, but also in interruption level.
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Figure20. Rating of experience and interruption in indicating the eye fatigue mode

In case of motion interaction for relaxing time information. (figure21),the level of
interruption did not show significant difference among types. However, participants disliked
type 4 most because they felt the motion ambiguous and unfamiliar. About the motion
interaction for alarming close distance between the user and PC (figure22), using intensity level
of feedback was the worst method in every measurement. Through the interview, we found out
the reason for this disfavor. It was because participants did not consider the distance information
important, so that they only considered the alarm a disruption.

Figure21. Rating of experience and interruption in indicating the eye relaxing time inform
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Figure22. Rating of experience and interruption in indicating the eye close warning

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we suggested novel and various concepts of motion interactions through
identical appearance of a physical avatar. During the process, we made a software tool that has
the ability of allowing the user to easily design motion interactions. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first approach of developing such a program tool to design motion
interaction for a physical avatar in the design field. We also suggested the process of designing
and selecting the motion interactions for the physical avatar. As a result, we choose five sets of
motion interaction, and we drew some helpful general insights through a user study.
Again among the 5 sets of motion, we divided our result of motions for notification into
three concepts (intuitive motion, personified motion, and changing intensity level of motion).
Moreover, we added a user study to observe users’ reaction and preference for each concept.
In this research, we created a motion alarm with five design factors, such as directions
(up,down,right,left) and speed, and found out among the three concepts, generally, users
preferred intuitive motion feedback because it is familiar to them. Additionally, we found that,
according to what information we are trying to relate, users might prefer different concepts in
each case.
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7. Limitation and Future work
In this paper, we implemented research and a user study to check what kinds of motion
notification the physical avatar can express and how the user reacts to them. In the study, we
used a physical avatar included in the eye health care system developed in previous research.
Since we set our physical avatar with Pixy motor, it tends to have two major limitations in
designing motions. First, the width or height of making motion was limited to the physical
specification of the motor. Second, there could be many factors to create feedback besides
motion created by the motor. In case of a physical avatar, other factors such as LED lighting or
shape of the avatar might affect the preference of the user as well as motion itself. For example,
in our study participants were exposed to the sound that was created by the motor moving, so
we might think that the sound could affect users preference of motion type.
We already proved the accuracy of our sensing device from eye healthcare system up to
84.5% (SD=0.07886). Hence, in the near future we would like to connect the sensing device and
the physical avatar to measure exact eye blink rate and fatigue of user’s eye to give motion
feedback with three concepts. We will compare and derive specific quantitative result from the
study. Additionally we will explore the possibility of using factors other than motion to build
more sophisticated feedback through a physical avatar.
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Supplements
Hedonic
Concept1
(Intuitive)
Concept2
(Personification)
Concept3
(Intensity)

Pragmatic

Interuption

Goodness

3.20

3.24

4.23

3.20

2.06

1.96

2.43

1.84

1.98

2.26

3.10

2.06

Supplements1. Raw data of experience and interruption by 3 Concept
(related to Figure19)

Hedonic
Eye fatigue1
(Concept1: Intuitive)
Eye fatigue2
(Concept1: Intuitive)
Eye fatigue3
(Concept2:Personification)
Eye fatigue4
(Concept3:Intesity)
Eye fatigue5
(Concept3:Intesity)

Pragmatic

Interuption

Goodness

3.190

3.952

4.619

3.667

2.476

2.667

5.048

3.000

3.429

4.095

4.857

3.286

2.810

2.143

4.571

2.667

2.238

3.000

4.524

2.143

Supplements2. Raw data of experience and interruption in indicating the eye
fatigue mode (related to Figure20)

Hedonic
Relaxing Tme1
(Concept1: Intuitive)
Relaxing Tme2
(Concept3:Intesity)
Relaxing Tme3
(Concept3:Intesity)
Relaxing Tme4
(Concept2:Personification)
Relaxing Tme5
(Concept2:Personification)

Pragmatic

Interuption

Goodness

4.143

3.810

3.571

4.190

3.333

4.143

4.714

3.762

3.381

3.429

4.333

3.238

2.381

2.524

4.333

2.381

4.095

3.381

3.333

3.238

Supplements3. Raw data of experience and interruption in indicating the eye
relaxing time inform (related to Figure21)
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Hedonic
Eye close warning1
(Concept1: Intuitive)
Eye close warning2
(Concept2:Personification)
Eye close warning3
(Concept2:Personification)
Eye close warning4
(Concept3:Intesity)
Eye close warning5
(Concept3:Intesity)

Pragmatic

Interuption

Goodness

3.524

4.667

4.476

4.095

3.524

4.714

4.667

3.810

3.714

3.238

3.810

3.429

2.476

2.190

4.952

2.286

2.333

2.000

4.476

2.190

Supplements4. Raw data of experience and interruption in indicating the eye
relaxing time inform (related to Figure22)
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논문 요약

장시간 PC 사용자들을 위한 눈 건강 케어 플랫폼 제안
및 피지컬 아바타의 모션 인터랙션에 관한 연구

성균관대학교
휴먼 ICT 융합 학과
반소량

디지털 기기의 발달로 우리는 생활 속에서 셀 수 없이 많은 편리와 동시에 각
종 질병을 얻었다. 디지털 단말기 사용으로 건강에 이상이 생기는 'VDT'증후군이 바로
그것이다. 특히 단말기로 부터 가장 가까이에서 직접적으로 영향을 받는 부분은 눈이
다. 대표적인 안과 질환은 안구 건조증, 굴절 및 조절 장애, 황반변성이 있다. 뿐만 아니
라 60대에서 발생하는 노인성 안구 질환을 앓는 젊은 세대가 증가하고 있다. 이미 IT
기술들이 접목된 IoT 헬스케어 서비스들이 출시되고 있지만 아직 눈 건강 관련 서비스
는 거의 없다.
본 논문에서는 장시간 PC 사용을 하는 20대, 30대 사용자들을 위한 눈 건강
케어 플랫폼을 제안한다. 사용자 조사 방법론인 Observation과 Interruption
Interview, 전문가 인터뷰 및 문헌조사를 통해 인사이트를 도출하고 최종적으로 세가
지 구성의 통합 서비스를 만들었다. 플랫폼은 센서 디바이스, 피지컬 아바타, PC 앱으
로 구성되어 있으며 실시간 눈 피로도 측정 및 알림, 올바른 PC 사용법 및 눈 운동 게
임을 제공한다. 우리는 프로토타입을 구현하고 센서 디바이스의 정확도 실험을 진행하
였다.
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위 과정에서 우리는 사용자의 눈 피로도를 쉽고 간편하게 측정할 수 있는 새로
운 센서 장치 및 눈 피로도를 다섯가지 지표로 정립한 것에 의의가 있다. 정확도 실험에
서 센서 장치는 84.5% 정확도를 입증했으며 추후에 피지컬 아바타와 함께 통합 시스템
검증이 이루어질 예정이다.
또한 피지컬 아바타의 모션 인터랙션과 사용자의 몰입도, 사용자 경험에 관한
연구를 진행하였다. 우리는 새로운 모션 인터랙션 디자인 툴을 고안하여 HCI 전공 참
가자들을 통해 새로운 모션 인터랙션을 만들었다. 디자인 과정에서 아바타를 이용한 모
션 인터랙션을 디자인 하는 세가지 공통점을 발견하였고 이를 기반으로 사용자 경험
(Hedonic, Pragmatic, Goodness)과 몰입도(Interruption)에 관한 사용자들의 객관적
수치를 얻었다.
최종적으로 본 논문에서는 눈의 피로도를 5단계로 나누어 측정할 수 있는 센서
장치, 사용자의 주위에서 시각적, 물리적인 피드백을 줄 수 있는 피지컬 아바타, 그리고
올바른 PC 사용법과 쌍방향 인터랙션이 가능한 눈 운동 게임이 가능한 PC 어플리케이
션으로 구성된 멀티 플랫폼을 제안한다. 그리고 피지컬 아바타의 새로운 모션 인터랙션
디자인 방법과 이에 따른 사용자의 실증적 경험에 대해 연구하였다.
본 논문은 장시간 PC 사용으로 인한 눈 건강 문제를 예방할 수 있도록 눈의 상
태를 실시간으로 알려 줄 수 있는 새로운 방법을 다양한 사용자 조사를 통해 실제 프로
토타입을 개발 및 평가하여 고안한 부분과 특별히 단말기와 사용자의 커뮤니케이션 부
분, 즉 피지컬 아바타의 모션 인터랙션을 사용자가 느끼는 경험척도와 몰입도로 검증하
여 보여줌에 그 의의가 있다. 이에 통합적인 눈 건강 케어 플랫폼을 형성하여 제안하는
가능성을 제시하였다.

주제어: 눈 피로도 인지 시스템, 사물 인터넷 기반 헬스케어, 엠비언트 피드백 시스템,
게임화 디자인 어플리케이션, 헬스케어 멀티 플랫폼
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